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Internal Simulation of an Agent’s Intentions
Magnus Johnsson and Miriam Buonamente
Abstract We present the Associative Self-Organizing Map (A-SOM) and propose
that it could be used to predict an agents intentions by internally simulating the be-
haviour likely to follow initial movements. The A-SOM is a neural network that de-
velops a representation of its input space without supervision, while simultaneously
learning to associate its activity with an arbitrary number of additional (possibly de-
layed) inputs. We argue that the A-SOM would be suitable for the prediction of the
likely continuation of the perceived behaviour of an agent by learning to associate
activity patterns over time, and thus a way to read its intentions.
To interact means to understand what others want and to foresee their intentions.
Verbal communication is not enough, but intentions must be inferred from be-
haviour. Humans are able to do this, but an interesting question is how this ability
could be implemented in artificial agents. One way to approach this problem would
be to look closely to how this ability could arise in humans.
It has been argued that humans and animals can simulate perceptions, different
actions and evaluate their likely consequences [1, 2] by eliciting similar activity
in perceptual and motor parts of the brain as if the actions and their likely percep-
tual consequences actually happened [3]. Among other things, internal simulation
could also explain the appearance of an inner world [4]. We propose that humans
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understand others’ intentions by simulating what they would have done in a similar
situation.
To provide an artificial agent with an ability for internal simulation we propose
the Associative Self-Organizing Map (A-SOM) [5, 7], which is related to the Self-
Organizing Map (SOM) [9]. The A-SOM is able to learn to associate its activity
with the, possibly time delayed, activity of other neural networks.
By associating the activity of the A-SOM with its own earlier activity the A-
SOM becomes able to remember perceptual sequences. This provides the ability
to receive some initial sensory input and to continue to elicit the activity likely to
follow in the nearest future even though no further input is received. This could be
considered as sequence completion of perceptual activity over time. This has been
tested in several simulations [6, 7, 8].
We propose that the A-SOM could be used in a cognitive architecture to predict
the intentions of an observed agent.
This could be done because the A-SOM should be able to learn to associate its
own activity over time elicited by the observed agent’s behaviour. For example,
the behaviour of the observed agent could be its particular way of moving towards
certain goals. After enough observation of the agent, the A-SOM should have learnt
the typical perceptual sequences associated with the agent’s typical behaviours when
it is moving towards different goals.
Then, due to the ability of the A-SOM for sequence completion of perceptual
activity over time, it should be possible for it to internally simulate the sequence of
activity likely to follow the activity elicited by the agent’s initial behaviour. In this
way the A-SOM should be able to reach the activity corresponding to the likely goal
intended by the observed agent by internal simulation alone.
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